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This paper was the subject of 0 cross-disciplinary presentatioll under the 
chaimlunship of E. DOl'ies 

Mine planning is a complex function and also a vital one. The quality of the 
planning has a profound effect on the efficiency and the economics of every 
mining operation. 

It is therefore important that the function should not be relia nt upon only 
a few LeChniqucs but should have command o f an orchestra of them. Then 
the most appropriate can be selected for each application or, if it is advan
tageous, a group can bc employed in concert. 

This paper introduces peripheral algebra as a set of techniques which should 
be included in th e mine planning orchestra. Its obj ective is primarily to 
stimulate more development not only of these techniques but also others of 
a similar kind which will increase the effectiveness of mine planning. 

What is a periphery? 
A simple periphery is essentially another name for a 
polygon. For mine planning purposes, though, interest 
is focused on particular kinds of polygons Bnd particular 
p roperties which they posses.~. Moreover, most planning 
applic.:ations are more concerned with the perimeters o f 
polygons and ways of manipulating these perimeters than 
with the polygons themselves. Indeed, 'perimeter' is 
another alternative name to 'periphery' , but the word 
p laces undue emphasis on the idea of surrounding some
thing and has no implication of being composed of sides. 
The name 'periphery' has therefore been coi.ned to de
scribe a line which divides a region into two and which 
consists of a series of segments. It is a particular kind 
of boundary. and a peripheral algebra is a set of tech
niques for manipulating these boundaries. 

The subject of the paper is the development of a peri
pheral algebra, and it seems appropriate that a new look 
at a set o f techniques should be given a new name. 

More formal definitions 

F IGURE 1. An open chain 

" 

flQURE 2. A dosed chain 
First define a chain as an ordered sequence of points in 
a plane. The points can be called vertices and the line 
segments joining them links (Figure I). A chain can be 
tailored to fit a continuous line of any shape to any degree 
of accuracy by a suitable choice of the size of (inks at 
different stages along its length. 

Next, define a dosed chain as a chain which has a 
closing link from its last vertex to its first (Figurc2) . Such 
a'chain provides a boundary dividing the region under 
consideration into subregions but not necessarily into two. 
Only if the chain is not tangled, that is, not self-inter
secting, is the region divided uniquely into two. 

Therefore, define a simple periphery 'as a closed un
tangled chain (Figure 3) . Since the vertices are ordered 
there is a direction associated with such peripheries, and 
the two subregions into which it divides the whole region 
can be uniquely named. Call the subregion to the left 'in
side' and that to the 'right 'outside'. 

PERIPHERIES AND MINE PLANNING 

It is useful now to carry the idea of division into two 
a stage further. A set of simple peripheries can also divid e 
the region uniquely into two. Th ey must lIot i{ltersect and 
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FIGURE 3. A simple periphery 
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FIGURE 4. A compound periphery 
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FtGURE 5. Two compound peripheries 

FIGURE 6. Nested simple peripheries 
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FIGURE 7. Nested compound peripheries 
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FIGURE 8. Zonal peripheries 

there must be consistency of direction. Call such a set a 
compound periphery, as in Figure4. Figure S, on the other 
hand, is not a compound periphery because it divides the 
total region into more than two subregions. It can be 
regarded as two compound peripheries, one forming the 
outer edges of the letters and the other forming the inner 
ones; this divides the region into three. 

A compound periphery is still, in concept, a single 
periphery. Other definitions which are useful for mining 
application concern groups of peripheries. 

A group of peripheries, non-intersecting and with each 
one being entirely surrounded by the next, can be called 
a nested group. Figure 6 is an example of a group of 
nested simple peripheries. Figure 7 is an example of a 
group of nested compound peripheries; in fact, as is il
lustrated, it is a nesting of three peripheries, one of which 
is compound and the other two are simple. 

A group of peripheries which abut can be called a zonal 
group. Again, they can be simple or compound. Figure 
8 is an example of a zonal group of peripheries. 

Relevance to mine planning 
Mine planning consists fundamentally of superimposing 
a description of the geometry of mine developments on 
some representation of grade variations within an ore
body. Ultimately the function is graphicaL For visualising, 
understanding, evaluating and presenting, graphical 
methods are essential. In other words, mine planning is 
still dependent upon drawing plans. 
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Plans are lines on a sheet of paper, a nd it is a nalUral 
progressio n from these to peripheries. In fact, the main 
difference is that manual plans normally incorporate con
tinuous smooth lines wherea~ peripheries are composed 
o f discrete links. One of their virtues, of course, is (hat 
this form permits easy transitions to computer based 
systcms. Verticcs can be digitised or entered as a series 
of coordinates and, conversely, computer programs for 
plotting and displaying line segments are commonly avail
able and efficient. 

Peripheries, rather than general chains, are relevant 
because mines involve closed boundaries. Mine workings 
have a clear 'inside' and 'outside' , corresponding to air 
and rock, and can be represented by compound peripheries 
(Figure 9). Grade variations can be represented by, and 
arc nearly always presented in the form of, grade con
tours. These are nested compound peripheries (Figure 10). 
Dykes. intrusions, faults and leases are zones and can be 
described by zonal peripheries (Figure 11). 

The fact that mine planning is three-dimensional where
as peripherie.~ are two-dimensional can be accommodated, 
as it has to be presentationally. by taking a series of plane 
parallel sections, wor king in two dimensions on each sec· 
tion, and then interpolating betwecn them. 

FIGURE 9. Sketch or underground workings 

o 

FIGURE 10. Grade contours 
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FIGURE 11. Orebody zones 

Some history 
O f course, peripheries are not new and ha ve already been 
adopted to some extent. For example. since the early days 
of computer application in the mining industry it has been 
a common practice to represent open pits as a group of 
nested peripheries, one periphery corr~ponding 10 Ihe 
p it limits on each bench. The RTZ open pit des ign pro
gram has used this technique successfully for over twenty 
years. Certain engineering systems use embedded, seg
mented lines representing shapes. Such ljne.~ are usually 
called strings. They are chains according 10 the defini
tion in this paper. Also certain contouring programs pro
duce contours as chains. However, thi~ is a diffcrent mat
ter from exploiting the concept of peripheries for algebraic 
man ipu lation. 

Wider applications have been rare, and there have been 
fe w efforts devoted to developments in this fie ld. The 
reason for the neglect is probably the unqucstioning ac
ceptam.:e within the industry of block models for the re
presentation of orebodies. It happens that this dates 
roughly from the time of the first APCOM conference 
in South Africa. Before that, manual methods of Ore 
reserve estimation were still commonly employed , and 
these were often based upon a polygonal representation 
of the orebody. In fact. creating polygons acco rding to 
areas of influence around sample values was quite an art. 

Subsequent lO that conference, though, compu ter 
methods began to predominate. and gradcestimafion by 
geostatistical techniques gained acceptance. This led to 
computer calculations in three dimensions for which 
matrix representations were obviollsly convenient. From 
here it was a short step to block models. A t first thesc 
were crude. but the increasing storage capability of com
puters made it possible to consider smaller and smaller 
blocks giving apparently better resolution. Now, orebody 
representation by a million blocks is not unknown . 

Even so, the compromise which blocks entail often re
mains unsatisfactory. The blocks are so small that their 
information about grade variations is highly redundant; 
the degree o f resolution is not supportable by the original 
data. Nonetheless, the same blocks are still too large to 
give enough definition to some of the mine geometry. The 
massive storage utilisation and long processing time are 
not being used to good advantage. 

This is not an argument for the abolition o f block 
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models; they arc particularly convenient for interpolation 
and estimation procedures. HQwever, like any other tech
niques, they should be applied with discretion and alter
natives should be evaluated. One such is peripheries. 

The effectiveness of the technique is, of course, depen
dent not only on the relevance of the underlying concepts, 
but also on the versatility of an algebra for manipulating 
them and the efficiency of the associated algorithms. In 
the remainder of this paper, the main elements of a peri
pheral algebra for mine planning are put forward along 
with some ideas for algorithms for the more common 
operations. 

Periphery sets 
Let P be a periphery, possibly compound. It divides the 
total region under consideration into two subregions, 'in
side' and 'outside', according to whether the subregion 
is to the left or the right moving in the defined direction. 

Call all the 'inside' points, including points on the 
periphery itself, the interior set, s(P). Call the remaining 
points the exterior set, s(P). Call all the points in the total 
region T. 

s(P) + s(P) = T 

It is axiomatic that this total region is sufficiently large 
to totally enclose the periphery. Therefore its boundary 
is either included in s(P) or s(P). Intuitively, the boun
dary should be external so it is convenient to define P 
as positive if the boundary is included in s(P) and negative 
otherwise. 

The concepts of positive and negative obviously cor
respond in simple cases to 'counterc1ockwise' and 'clock
wise'. This is illustrated in Figure 12. 

Any point p is an inside point (a member of s(P») if 

1I' 

- I' 

FIGURE 12. Positive and negative peripheries 
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FIGURE 13. Internal point 
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FIGURE 14. Area of periphery 

any line joining it to an outside point crosses the periphery 
an odd number of times (Figure 13). This is a consequence 
of the fact that peripheries are closed. If P is positive, 
an outside point is any point on the boundary of the total 
region. If P is negative, - P, the periphery with the op
posite direction will be positive and the test can be ap
plied to it, recognising that the subregions have been turn
ed inside out. 

Periphery areas 
Again, because peripheries are closed, their interiors have 
a determinate area. One way in whieh this can be defined 
is by the aggregation of the swept areas from any fixcd 
point in the region to successive points on the periphery. 
If the radius moves anticlockwise from one point to the 
next the area is nominated as positive, otherwise negative 
(Figure 14). Call the area of periphery P, A[P]. This 
definition provides a means for determining whether a 
periphery is positive or negative because, if AlP] is posi
tive, then so is P, and vice versa. 

Periphery intersections 
The most important operations between peripheries for 
mine planning applications are probably their intersec
tions to form combined peripheries of different kinds. 

Two peripheries P and Q define two sets, s(P) and s(Q) 
which jointly define further sets which may be defined 
as follows: 

'(P) + '(Q) 

all points inside P or Q or both, 

s(P) * s(Q) 

points common to both P and Q. 
The peripheries defining these intersection sets can con

veniently be called P + Q and P >I< Q. Combinations of 
the two operators, + and *, with positive and negative 
versions of the two peripheries which are intersecting, can 
create most combinations of any interest. Quite complex 
situations can arise, some of which are illustrated in 
Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18. 

Mine planning applications 
The application of periphery algebra to mine planning 
may be illustrated with an open pit. It can be represented 
by a group of nested peripheries, one for each bench. Call 
them Pn. 
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FIGURE [ j. Simple intersection of two simple peripheries 

FIGURE 16. Compound imcrscdion of two simple peri
pheries 

( - 1') + Q 

FIOURE 17. Simple intersection of positive and negative peri
pheries 
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FIGURE 18. A more complicated intersectio n 

Area of the pit on level n = AIPn]. lfthc bench height 
is h and the rock density d: 

ToLal tonnage on level n 

= hd AIPn] 

Total tonnage in the pit 

= h d l:n AIPn] 

If an alternative pit out line is Qn, then: 
T ncremental tonnage 

= h d 1:n AIQn'( - Pn») 

I f the overall pit consists of two pits, Pn and Qu, 
merged, then: 

Merged pit periphery 

=Pn + Qn 

Tonnage common to both 

= h d l:n A(Pn'Qn] 

The merger of two pits is illustrated in Figure 19. If 
Cn is the surface contour corresponding to level nand 
Pn is the pit periphery for level n calculated from pit 
geometry only. then: 

New surface contour after excavation 

"" C n*( - Pn) 

£.n + 2~F=== 

!y + I ==""",~./ 

£.n 

= = 
.2,n + 

Qn + 2 

FIGURE 19. Merging of two pits 
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Pn*Cn Pn*Cn 

fn*( - gn) 

FIGURE 20. Intersection of pit and surface contour 

Tonnage excavated on level n 

= hd A[Cn"'Pn] 

This is illustrated in Figure 20. 
Now suppose that grade contours are available for level 

n. They form a group of compound nested peripheries, 
Cni, say (Figure 21). lfthe average grade of the material 
in the interval between contour i and contour i + 1 is 
gi, then for level n: 

Tonnage in this interval 

= h d A[Cni"'( - Cni + 1)1 

Corresponding quantity of mineral 

= h d gi A[Gni*( - Cni + I)J 
If the pit periphery is Pn, then, within the pit: 
Tonnage in grade interval 

= hd A[Pn*(Cni*(-Gni+l))J 

Corresponding mineral 

= hdgiA[Pn*(Gni*(-Gni+l))] 
Summing over all grade intervals: 
Average grade 

= 2..:i gi A[Pn*(Gni*( - Cni+ l))J/ A[PnJ 

The examples illustrate the way in which some mine 
planning calculations can be expressed in periphery alge
bra. Clearly, many more can cast in a similar form. 

Pn 

(?~2 
- Qni + 1 

Gni Gni - 1 

~~~ 
FIGURE 21. Grade contours and pit perimeter 
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Other algebraic operations 
It is possible to think of many more operations between 
peripheries which would form useful extentions to an 
algebra for mine planning. Some examples are develop
ing one pit periphery from the one below, processing 
peripheries to conform to certain physical requirements, 
interpolating grades from grade contour peripheries and 
describing stockpiles and dumps. 

However, the development of a comprehensive algebra 
is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Algorithms 
Equally, the development of detailed algorithms is also 
beyond the present scope but, as efficient algorithms are 
essential if the techniques are to have practical value, some 
discussion of the problem cannot be avoided. A first re
quirement is a method for calcnlating areas. This is easy, 
using a surveying formula 

2..:i (X; - Xi+I)(Yi + Yi+I)12 

where X;, Yi are the coordinates or the vertices (of 
course, the last link must be added). 

An inside/outside test is important. The simplest is to 
take a vertical line through the point, (x,y, say), and count 
the number of periphery crossings going in One direction 
along it. A straddle test seems the most efficient for detect
ing crossings, Le. 

(X; - X)(X; l i -x) < 0 

This is fast but care mnst be taken with crossings which 
occur on vertices. 

The determination of periphery intersections is funda
mental. This problem has two components. First the ac
tual points of intersection must be identified and the 
peripheries broken into their constituent chains at these 
points. Then the chains must be reassembled into the new 
combined peripheries. 

In theory, identifying intersections involves checking 
all the links from one periphery against all the links from 
the other. Although some preliminary screening is possi
ble, the number of checks is still likely to be large so they 
must be fast. A double straddle seems the best. If the ver
tices at the end of one link straddle the line of the other 
and vice versa, the two links must intersect (Figure 22). 
An easy formula for a straddle test may be derived as 
follows: 

Xi + I Yj ... , 

XJ'i 

, , , 
"

"- , 
"FIGURE 22. Straddle test 
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Let the vertices of one periphery have coordinates (x;, 
yu. and let any point be (uv). Calculate 

XI = X,+I - X,. 1 1 = Yi,l YI 
.u = u- X;. v = v - y; 
Form h = x, v - YI ii 

It will be found that h is positive if (uv) is on one side 
of the line (Xi y,). (Xi " YJ+ I) and negative on the other. 
The two vertices (uj , v) and (Uj ~" v,. ,) therefore 
straddle the line if 

h, hj, I < 0 (h) = i ,i\ - y;u" ctc.) . 

Having tested every pair of vertices (01 v). (uj ' l vj + J) 

on the second periphery against the link (Xi' y) . (XI+ 1 

YHI) on the first . the next link (x"" YI+ I)' (XI+;! , Yi . J is 
taken and so on a ll Lhe way round. Only when one of 
thesc straddle tests is positive (L e. the vertices do straddle 
the line of the link) i.~ the second straddle test nece.,>sary. 
Its form is the same a.<; the first but (uv) and (xy) are 
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interchanged. 
The next stage is to implant the intersections, in order, 

as additional vert.ices in each periphery. Then the peri
pheries are brok en into chains at theSe vertices. A s there 
are the same number of intersections for bot h peripheries, 
there will be the same number of chains. and Ihis number 
must be even. The intersection peripheries are then con
structed by reassembling the chains llsing pieces alternately 
from each original periphery and preserving the original 
sense. 

Conclusions 
Some of the ideas put fo rward in this paper are novel, 
alleast in the context of mining applications. Therefore, 
they arc as yet untried on any scale. 

However, their development has been taken to a stage 
which proves their feasibiHty and which warrants further 
work. It will be interesting to see how practical a set of 
techniques peripheral algebra eventually becomes. 
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